CITY'S AZALEAS MAY BE FILMED BY MOVIETONE

The beauty of Lafayette's azaleas may circle the globe soon, if Tom Cummiskey, director of 20th Century Fox Movie Tone News follows through on plans made yesterday to film the masses of color.

Mr. Cummiskey was in Lafayette over the week-end to view the lovely sight presented by the azaleas and other blooms that are rampant over the city.

Even an eye hardened to beauty cannot quite conceive of the dazzling spectacle that now envelopes the city, Mr. Cummiskey, declared to Chamber of Commerce officials who guided the week-end tour.

Mr. Cummiskey was accompanied to Lafayette by Sam Fowlkes and P. J. Rinderle, both of the New Orleans Association of Commerce.

On the entertainment committee for the visitors was Lee Lafosse of the Chamber of Commerce and T. J. Arceneaux, Gus Trahan, Ira Nelson, J. A. Anders, Maurice Heymann, and Mayor Claude C. Colomb.

According to the Chamber of Commerce officials, visitors are expected to flock to Lafayette to look upon the lovely flowers which should reach their heights of riotous color during the week.